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Abstract
Gas path sealing has always been a very important issue for jet engines,
and in the last years the consciousness of the presence of a consistent im-
provement margin for turbine clearances optimisation pushed research in-
vestments in this direction. The improvement of tip sealing affects specific
fuel consumption, service time, and most of the engine performances in gen-
eral. Usually the main interest in this kind of studies is addressed to the
axisymetric deformation of the casings, while in the last times a new concern
on asymmetry and on the possibility to assess and control its development
has been growing. This work is lined on this trend of research, since it
regards the assessment of the thermally generated asymmetry of turbine
casings. The study makes use of the nowadays unescapable mean of the
finite element analysis, implemented via specific softwares. It is particularly
concerned with the very preliminary assessment of the deformation, and
it takes the form of the trial of a new methodology for the analysis, with
comparison with other experienced techniques. In fact, the opportunity of
simplify the study and reduce the machine times by the use of essential
geometries and simplified loads has been investigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The work of thesis esposed in this document concerns the study, carried on
in a preliminary form, of the thermally generated asymmetric deformation
of the turbine casings of a jet engine, namely the Trent XWB. It is the result
of a six months internship within Rolls-Royce plc.
The investigation of the displacements of the turbine casings assumes
a great importance for the tip clearances prediction, which is of primary
interest in the project of an engine, as it will be discussed widely in the
following. The thermal strain of the casings shows both an axisymmetric
component and an asymmetric component, and the present study is one of
first performed by Rolls-Royce mainly centred on the asymmetric compo-
nent, although also the average radial displacements have been considered.
Most of the work consisted of analyses of the high pressure turbine (HPT)
casing and of the intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) casing carried on by
means of an in-house FEM software, SC03, particularly apt for thermo-
mechanical analyses of engine components. Since SC03 was used mainly for
2D thermal analysis, the study of asymmetry on 3D models represents also
one of the first work to get confidence with 3D modelling.
Other important sperimental features of the work are the use of sim-
plified models of the component to be analysed, in order to save time for
the set up and for the analysis, and so perform easily much more tries, and
the use of prescribed temperatures on the component, to run simple struc-
tural analysis given a representative temperature field, instead of running
complete thermo-mechanical analysis describing the whole environment in
which the component is put.
In Figure 1.1 is shown an image of the engine Trent XWB, still in devel-
opment by Rolls-Royce, which casing is the argument of this work.
Figure 1.2 instead shows a typical three shaft turbine configuration, in
which the high, intermediate and low pressure turbine stages are visible.
The turbine of an engine is mainly constituted by the blades, the discs,
the shafts, the casings and the sealings. The blades’ tips are surrounded
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Figure 1.1: The Trent XWB
by the sealing segments, which are inserted in the casings. In the Trent
XWB, a three shafts engine, the turbine casing is divided into three parts,
which are bolted one to the other, each corresponding respectively to high,
intermediate and low pressure turbines. The present study is concerned with
the high pressure and intermediate pressure casings, as already stated.
The casings reach typically temperatures with peaks over 700K, due to
the heating from the hot gases passing through the turbine and the contact
with the sealings, while the localized cooling of the case produces cooler ar-
eas, which in the moment of higher effort of the engine are averagely 100K
below. It is the cooling that cannot be uniform around the circumferences,
and generates so the asymmetry in the temperature distribution and conse-
quently in the strain.
1.1 Structure of the work
The project is divided in three main phases.
The first two phases regarded the work with prescribed temperatures:
different temperature distributions, based on previous data collected espe-
cially by a 2D model, are applied to the 3D models of the casings to under-
stand their structural behaviour. The main target of this part of the work
(and one of the most important of the whole project) was to generate a sim-
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Figure 1.2: A triple turbine arrangement
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plified 360◦ model of the current Trent XWB HPT-IPT casing, which has
been named "mock-up", to quickly investigate the model behaviour under a
number of different load conditions.
In the first phase, once the "mock-up" was ready, its behaviour applying
various axial and circumferential temperature distributions as well as various
constraints set has been analysed.
This first phase allowed to:
• Identify the minimum (isostatic) set of constraints to run the geometry
providing physically sensible results
• Identify the best set of constraints (non-isostatic) to model realistically
the casing in isolation
• Study the influence regions of the TCC (Turbine Casing Cooling) sys-
tems
• Study the sensitivity of radial contraction to TCC cooled extent casing
area
• Study the effects that asymmetric temperature distribution on the
CCOC (Combustion Chamber Outer Casing) and the LPT (Low Pres-
sure Turbine) casings have on the HP/IPT casing
• Study the effects that service bosses have on the casing displacements.
The second phase was more focused on the comparison of predicted radial
displacements between the "mock-up" and the 2D/3D real geometry, in order
to assess the possibility to use "mock-ups" to quickly predict axisymmetric
and asymmetric steady state displacements.
The third phase instead abandoned the use of prescribed temperatures
to perform complete thermo-mechanical analysis of the real geometries. The
real geometries of the casings have been used and the most realistic thermal
boundary conditions (air convection, radiation, conduction on the surface
during a cycle of work) have been applied. The aim was to try to simulaate
more completely the real behaviour of the casings, compare this type of
analysis with the previous performed and assess also the computational load
and time machine required. This third phase also allowed a first investigation
of transient behaviour of the components, with important information of
asymmetry development.
Next chapter provides the basic premises to the present work of thesis.
In the first section is presented an overview on the tip clearances topic,
based on the NASA report [1]. The study of the radial displacements of the
turbine casings as a matter of fact is ultimately related to the assessment
of the clearences developing between the inner surface of the casing and the
turbine blades’ tips.
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Then it is provided an insight on the previous work done in the company
on the topic. Finally a brief summary of the feature of the FEM analysis
implemented is presented at the end of the chapter.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Tip clearances issues in turbine engines:
overview
Tip clearances development in turbine and compressor strongly affects the
performances of the engine.
Gas path sealing has been and continues to be a fundamental concern in
aircraft gas turbine engines. Since the late 1960’s, blade tip and interstage
sealing has taken on a prominent role in aircraft engine design. Blade tip
sealing has been a challenging problem since the development of the gas
turbine engine. It is such because the clearance between the blade tips and
surrounding casing (shroud) tends to vary due primarily to changes in ther-
mal and mechanical loads on the rotating and stationary structures. This is
true for both land based and aero engines, however tip sealing is more chal-
lenging for the latter due to the frequency of changes in operating points as
well as inertial (maneuver) and aerodynamic (pressure) loads during flight.
Improved sealing in both the high pressure compressor (HPC) and high
pressure turbine (HPT) can provide high reductions in specific fuel con-
sumption (SFC), compressor stall margin and engine efficiency as well as
increased payload and mission range capabilities. Improved clearance man-
agement, especially in the HPT, can dramatically improve engine service life
or time-on-wing (TOW). Deterioration of exhaust gas temperature (EGT)
margin is the primary reason for aircraft engine removal from service. The
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certifies every aircraft engine with
a certain EGT limit. EGT is used to indicate how well the HPT is running,
specifically, it is used to estimate HPT disk temperature. As components
degrade and clearances increase (especially in the HPT), the engine has to
work harder (hotter) to develop the same thrust. Once an engine reaches its
EGT limit, an indication that the HPT disk is reaching its upper tempera-
ture limit, the engine must come off the wing for maintenance. Maintenance
costs for major overhauls of today’s large commercial gas turbine engines
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can easily exceed a million euro. Wear mechanisms of blade tip seals can
be generally categorized into three major categories, namely, rubbing (blade
incursion), erosion, and thermal fatigue. With the advances in material pro-
cessing and coatings, the third category is of little concern in comparison to
the rubs and erosion, provided proper cooling of the shroud and blade tips
is maintained. Cooling can be compromised by wear, erosion, and fouling
of the blades due to blockage and distortion of cooling passages.
The High Pressure Turbine (HPT) is the location that reaps the most
benefits (e.g., efficiency, service life) from clearance management, although
the HPC can also attain large gains (e.g., stability, stall margin). Kawecki
reported on a study to assess the benefits of improved tip sealing for both
military fighter (low bypass ratio) and transport (high bypass ratio) appli-
cations.2 He determined benefits in life cycle costs (LCC) for a large number
of clearance control schemes considering acquisition cost, maintenance, re-
liability, weight, and fuel savings. Kawecki [2] showed that improved tip
clearances in the HPT resulted in LCC reductions four times that for the
LPT and twice that of the HPC. He also determined that the benefits for
the transport aircraft were twice that of the fighter aircraft.
2.1.1 Mechanisms of HPT tip clearance variation
Figure 2.1 shows the HPT blade tip seal location in a modern gas turbine
engine. The figure shows a cross section of the combustor and two-stage
HPT. The turbine disk, blade, and tip seal of the first-stage turbine are
labeled. Blade tip or outer air seals line the inside of the stationary case
forming a shroud around the rotating blades, limiting the gas that spills
over the tips.
Blade tip clearance, as mentioned previously, varies over the operating
points of the engine. The mechanisms behind these clearance variations
come from the displacement or distortion of both static and rotating com-
ponents of the engine due to a number of loads on these components. The
loads can be separated into two categories, namely engine (power-induced)
loads and flight loads. Engine loads include centrifugal, thermal, internal en-
gine pressure, and thrust loads. Flight loads include inertial (gravitational),
aerodynamic (external pressure), and gyroscopic loads. Engine loads can
produce both axisymmetric and asymmetric clearance changes (see Figure
2.2). Flight loads produce asymmetric clearance changes.
2.1.2 Axysimmetric clearance changes
Axisymmetric clearance changes are due to uniform loading (centrifugal,
thermal, internal pressure) on the stationary or rotating structures that cre-
ate uniform radial displacement as shown in Figure 2.2. Centrifugal and
thermal loads are responsible for the largest radial variations in tip clear-
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Figure 2.1: HPT blade tip seal location in a modern gas turbine engine
Figure 2.2: Axisymmetric and asymmetric clearence change
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Figure 2.3: HPT tip clearance as a function of time over a given mission
profile
ance. Centrifugal loads produce axisymmetric clearance changes by causing
the rotor to expand or contract during changes in engine acceleration. Ther-
mal loads produce both axisymmetric and asymmetric clearance changes due
to the thermal expansion/contraction of the stationary and rotating struc-
tures and how uniformly these parts are heated or cooled. Because of large
diameter bladed discs (over 90cm) and shrouds, the extreme variations in
rotational speeds (over 10 krpm) and temperatures (over 1400◦C) create
large displacements of these structures.
Figure 2.3 shows HPT tip clearance and speed as a function of time for
a given mission profile due to axisymmetric loads. The major operating
points throughout the mission profile have been labeled, namely takeoff,
cruise, decel, and re-accel. The chart illustrates the response of the rotor
and case due to changes in engine speed and temperature as well as the need
for cold build clearances in an engine.
Axisymmetric clearance changes over 0.8mm (0.030in) are not uncom-
mon during takeoff and re-accel events in large commercial engines (these
clearance changes are even greater when flight induced asymmetric loads are
included, as will be discussed in the next section).
Clearance changes in military engines can be even greater due to the
need for increased performance with less concern for efficiency.
As a cold engine is started, a certain amount of clearance exists between
the shroud and blade tips. This clearance is rapidly diminished as the engine
speed is increased for takeoff due to the centrifugal load on the rotor as well
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as the rapid heating of the turbine blades, causing the rotating components
to grow radially outward. Meanwhile, the case expands due to heating
but at a much slower rate. This phenomenon can produce a minimum
gap or "pinch point". As the case expands due to heating after the pinch
point, the clearance increases. Shortly after the case expansion, the rotor
begins to heat up (at a much slower rate than the case due to its mass) and
the clearance closes again. As the engine approaches the cruise condition,
the case and rotor reach thermal equilibrium and the tip clearance remains
relatively constant. However, throttle transients that occur, such as a step
change in altitude (i.e., collision avoidance), during cruise will change the
tip clearance and must be accounted for when setting the design cruise
clearance to avoid running the blades into the case. When the engine is
decelerated (e.g., landing approach), the clearance is rapidly increased due
to the mechanical unloading of the rotor and blades and the thermal lag
of the case as it cools. If the engine is spooled up for the aircraft to climb
or make an evasive maneuver, after being in a decelerated condition, such
as an aborted landing, a second pinch point can occur. This scenario is
termed a re-accel or re-burst event. In this case, the centrifugal growth of
the rotating components is compounded by the thermal states of the rotor
and stator. The larger thermal mass of the rotor cools much slower than the
case, which contracts more rapidly around the blade tips. This situation
can lead to even less clearance than during takeoff and may thus set the
cold build clearance. The re-accel effect can also occur when reverse thrust
is applied to slow the aircraft after landing. The power used with reverse
thrust approaches that used for takeoff with again less remaining clearance
due to the elevated rotor temperature.
Figure 2.3 shows two key concepts behind active clearance control (ACC).
It is desired to lower the operating clearance during cruise. This is where the
greatest reduction in SFC can be gained (longest part of the flight profile).
On the other hand, it is desired to open the clearance during the pinch point
conditions to avoid rubs (minimal clearance must be maintained at takeoff
to ensure thrust generation as well as keeping EGT below its limit). Hence,
the goal of ACC is to maintain minimal clearance while avoiding rubs over
the entire flight profile.
Possibly the worst-case re-accel scenario occurs during an in-flight shut-
down (stopcock) followed by a restart or relight. This event is required
during aircraft acceptance testing, where the engine is shut down at alti-
tude followed by a dwell time during which the engine continues to rotate
(windmill) due to the aircraft’s forward momentum and is finally restarted
and accelerated back to the power setting from which the engine had been
shut down.
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2.1.3 Asymmetric clearance changes
Asymmetric clearance changes are due to non-uniform loading (thermal,
thrust, inertial, and aerodynamic) usually on the stationary structures that
create nonuniform radial displacement as shown in Figure 2.2.
Distortion of the case due to non-uniform heating can cause the case or
shroud to open clearances along a section or sections of the circumference
while reducing them at others (e.g., ovalization).
Asymmetric distortion of the case also comes from aerodynamic, thrust
and maneuver loads (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: (a) Engine mounts and load paths, (b) Closures due to aero
loads, (c) Closures due to thrust loads
Because engines are not mounted to the aircraft on their centerlines (Fig-
ure 2.4a), aerodynamic and thrust load reactions create an applied moment
on the case that causes the structure to bend relative to the rotor. Aerody-
namic loads on the inlet cowl create shear forces and bending moments on
the fan case that can carry through the engine, deflecting the cases through-
out. These loads are created by the bending of the air stream entering the
fan inlet and are thus dependent on fan airflow, inlet angle of attack, and
aircraft speed (see Figure 2.4b). Aerodynamic loads are greatest just after
takeoff rotation when the inlet angle of attack is most extreme. Aerody-
namic loads during takeoff will generally act to distort the case such that
closure occurs near the bottom center of the engine (i.e., the six o’clock
position). Thrust loads also contribute to case distortion in a phenomenon
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commonly known as backbone bending. During takeoff, thrust loads create
a downward pitch moment causing clearances to open towards the top of the
engine while closing at the bottom, as shown in Figure 2.4c. The opposite
is true during reverse thrust, where now the pitching moment is up, closing
clearances at the top and opening at the bottom.
This work of thesis is centred on the first kind of asymmetric deformation
considered, the thermally generated asymmetry due mainly to the uneven
cooling provided by the TCC system. The case of ovalization has been
chiefly investigated, although also different possibilities of deformation (e.g.
off centre) have been considered.
2.1.4 Benefits of reduced tip clearance
Gas turbine performance, efficiency, and life are directly influenced by blade
tip clearance. Tighter blade tip clearances reduce air leakage over the blade
tips. This increases turbine efficiency and permits the engine to meet per-
formance and thrust goals with less fuel burn and lower rotor inlet temper-
atures. Because the turbine runs at lower temperatures, while producing
the same work, hot section components would have increased cycle life. The
increased cycle life of hot section components increases engine service life
(TOW) by increasing the time between overhauls.
Fuel savings
Engine SFC and EGT are directly related to HPT blade tip clearances.
Wiseman et al., indicate that for every 0.001-in (0.025mm) increase in HPT
tip clearance, SFC increases approximately 0.1% , while EGT increases 1oC.
Thus, a 0.010-in HPT tip clearance decrease would roughly produce a 1%
decrease in SFC and a 10oC decrease in EGT. Military engines generally
show slightly greater HPT tip clearance influence on SFC and EGT due
to their higher operating speeds and temperatures over large commercial
engines. Improvements of this magnitude would produce huge savings in
annual fuel and engine maintenance costs.
Reduced emissions
Reducing fuel consumption also reduces aero engine total emissions. The
energy used by commercial aircraft has nearly doubled over the last three
decades. The increased fuel consumption accounts for 13% of the total
transportation sector emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2). Modern aero en-
gine emissions are made up of over 71% CO2 with about 28% water (H2O)
and 0.3% nitrogen oxide (NO2) along with trace amounts of carbon monox-
ide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), etc. Air transport accounts for 2.5% (600
millions tones) of the world’s CO2 Production. Clearly a reduction in fuel
burn will significantly reduce aero engine emissions.
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Extended service life
Current large commercial engines have life cycles (time between overhauls)
that vary significantly (e.g., 3,000 to 10,000 cycles). Their cycle lives are
basically determined by how long they retain a positive EGT margin. New
engines or newly overhauled engines are shipped with a certain cold build
clearance. This clearance increases with time due primarily to rubs early
in the engine’s life. Martin [3] reported a 1% loss estimate in engine per-
formance due to clearance changes that occurs during the production flight
test acceptance profile.
As the engine operating clearances increase, the engine must work harder
(hotter) to produce the same work and is therefore, less efficient. This in-
crease in operating temperature, particularly takeoff EGT, further promotes
the degradation of hot section components due to thermal fatigue. Retaining
engine takeoff EGT margin by maintaining tight tip clearances and either
eliminating rubs or compensating for them can dramatically increase engine
cycle life. This could also lead to huge savings in engine maintenance over
a period of years due to the large overhaul costs.
2.1.5 HPT blade tip clearance management concepts and re-
quirements
Tip clearance management can generally be categorized by two control
schemes, active clearance control (ACC) and passive clearance control (PCC).
PCC is defined here as any system that sets the desired clearance at
one operating point, namely the most severe transient condition (e.g., take-
off, reburst, maneuver, etc.). ACC, on the other hand, is any system that
allows independent setting of a desired clearance at more than one operat-
ing point. The problem with PCC systems is that the minimum clearance
(pinch point) that the system must accommodate leaves an undesired larger
clearance during the much longer, steady state portion of the flight (i.e.,
cruise). PCC systems have been (and still are) used on gas turbine engines.
PCC systems include better matching of rotor and stator growth through-
out the flight profile, the use of abradables to limit blade tip wear, the use
of stiffer materials and machining techniques to limit or create distortion
of static components to maintain or improve shroud roundness at extreme
conditions, etc.
Engine manufacturers began using thermal ACC systems in the late
1970’s and early 1980’s. These systems utilized fan air to cool the support
flanges of the HPT case, reducing the case and shroud diameters, and hence
blade tip clearance, during cruise conditions (see Figure 2.1). These sys-
tems have generally been confined to the HPT and LPT sections. Although
some ACC design and production work has been implemented for the HPC
section, no engines are flying using ACC in the compressor section.
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2.2 Rolls-Royce background on tip clearances
asymmetry
All large civil engine projects show a keen interest in asymmetry in the
turbine, and compressor, tip clearances. This applies during the design
phase, and even more so during development, when strip evidence reveals
the circumferential variation of liner rub depth.
In the core turbines, which are the focus of this FE study, circumferential
variations of rub depth of +/- 0,20mm +/- 0,30mm are typical. Although
there is some individual segment-to-segment scatter in the rub depth, there
is often an underlying pattern of ovality in the rub.
With current shrouded-tip turbines, which are allowed to rub all-round
and to depths around 1mm, the asymmetry would generally have to be
greater than +/- 0,30mm to justify any redesign on performance recovery
grounds. However, for detailed performance accounting, and for design opti-
misation from the start, there is an interest in asymmetry predictions down
to a background level of +/- 0,05mm.
One weakness in the Thermals tip clearance validation process is the
ability to relate measured temperature asymmetry, as revealed primarily by
casing thermocouples, to the radial displacement consequences that affect
the tip clearances and rubs. As an example, engine test 10004/3B revealed
that the turbine case cooling manifolds produced circumferentially uneven
reduction in temperature, that got progressively more uneven as the mass
flow was increased. However, although the +/- variation of temperature in
the cooled section of the casing was known, it was not possible to convert
this to a +/- set of ovality displacements, because of the time it would have
taken to set up the relevant 360◦ modelling.
Therefore the primary driver for this project was to set up 360◦ FE
modelling which would:
a) either reveal a generic relationship between temperature asymmetry and
displacement asymmetry,
and/or
b) show how 360◦ modelling can be set up more quickly.
The focus has been on the Trent1000 and XWB core turbine casing, with
uneven cooling in the TCC-controlled sections, and concentrating mainly on
ovality.
A feature of the study was the use of Prescribed Temperatures. As well
as being quicker to run, this enabled the relationship between (metal) tem-
perature and casing shape to be more directly established than the normal
thermal modelling approach of defining the air temperatures and heat trans-
fer coefficients, from which the metal temperatures are an output rather than
an input parameter.
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A preliminary, unreported, scoping study by Carlo Ciccomascolo, ther-
mal technologist, my supervisor, and Leo Lewis, thermal specialist, had
revealed that the shape of the casing in response to a defined temperature
asymmetry depended completely on the constraint system applied to the
two end flanges, even to the extent of whether the displacement was cir-
cumferentially in-phase or out-of-phase with the temperature. Therefore a
significant part of the study below concerns the end constraints.
2.3 Finite Element Method
The finite element method (FEM) (its practical application often known as
finite element analysis (FEA)) is a numerical technique for finding approxi-
mate solutions of partial differential equations (PDE) as well as of integral
equations. In solving partial differential equations, the primary challenge is
to create an equation that approximates the equation to be studied, but is
numerically stable, meaning that errors in the input and intermediate calcu-
lations do not accumulate and cause the resulting output to be meaningless.
There are many ways of doing this, all with advantages and disadvantages.
In the finite-element method, a distributed physical system to be anal-
ysed is divided into a number (often large) of discrete elements. The com-
plete system may be complex and irregularly shaped, but the individual
elements are easy to analyse.
The division into elements may partly correspond to natural subdivisions
of the structure. For example, the eardrum may be divided into groups of
elements corresponding to different material properties.
Most or all of the model parameters have very direct relationships to
the structure and material properties of the system. A finite-element model
generally has relatively few free parameters whose values need to be adjusted
to fit the data. This assumes, of course, that the parameters are known a
priori from other measurements.
The elements may be 1-D, 2-D (triangular or quadrilateral), or 3-D
(tetrahedral, hexahedral, etc.); and may be linear or higher-order. The
elements may model mechanics, acoustics, thermal fields, electromagnetic
fields, etc., or coupled problems.
In a mechanical problem, the elements may model membranes, beams,
thin plates, thick plates, solids, fluids, etc. The behaviour of a particular
type of element is analysed in terms of the loads and responses at discrete
nodes. This analysis was originally often based on the classic Ritz-Rayleigh
procedure, while nowadays other tecniques are more diffused, typically vari-
ational methods.
The result of the analysis of a typical element type is a small matrix
relating a vector of nodal displacements to a vector of applied nodal forces.
The components of the matrix can be expressed as functions of the shape and
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properties of the element, and the values of the components for a particular
element can then be obtained by substituting the appropriate shape and
property parameter values into the formulæ.
Once the element matrices have been calculated, they are all combined
together into one large matrix representing the whole complex system.
2.4 Thermal analysis methodology
Within SC03, the in-house software employed in this study, the FE solver
utilises a finite elements discretization in space and a finite differences dis-
cretization in time. This leads to the recorsive solution af an implicit system
of differential equations for the temperature at the end of each time step.
The error is estimated each time step and if the solution is within the lim-
its of accuracy required, the solver moves towards the next step, otherwise
the time step is reduced and re-analysed. Also the error due to the mesh
discretization is valued and if higher than required, an other dimension for
the element is memorized and is then passed to the software to generate a
refined mesh for a new analysis.
The equations for the finite elements applied to the solids are the usual
ones given in all the tests on the subject. The iterative solution of these
equations presents several problems. The complexity of the problem lies in
the handling of the boundary conditions, which may be strongly non-linear
and this implies a significative asymmetry in the complete equations set.
These complexities are solved within the software by inserting the iterations
on the boundary condition inside the principal iteration.
2.4.1 Thermal formulation of the problem
The Fourier’s law of conduction states that the heat flux that propagates
in a solid body, in whatever direction, is proportional to the gradient of
temperature in the same direction. The energy balance in a voume element
is given by:
(KijTj)− ρC ∂T
∂t
+Q = 0
where Kij is the thermal conductivity in anisotropic form, ρC isthe spe-
cific heat per unit volume and Q is the internal energy generated per unit
volume.
The conductivity of the material is generally dependent on the tempera-
ture, and the equation is consequently non-linear. This equation, obviously,
applied to a closed portion of space, needs both of initial conditions and
boundary conditions.
• the initial conditions define all the temperatures of the domain at
the analysis initial moment;
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• the boundary conditions define the interactions on the surface of
the considered volume with all that is outside during all the time of
the analysis over the initial moment.
On each portion of the boundary the condition may be of the Dirichlet
type, when the temperature is imposed in that area, or of the Neumann type,
when is fixed the heat flux. The balance of energy at the edge between the
external surface and the fluid that usually is outside requires that:
where n is the normal vector pointing out the surface, while q is the
energy flux going in.
The thermal analysis is solved in an undeformed condition, i.e. there is
no link between mechanical stress and thermal properties of the material.
2.4.2 Equations discretization
The space discretization for the Fourier’s equation subdivides the volume
in a finite number of elements of simple geometric shape, triangular or
tetraedric). Inside each element it is assumed that temperature has a space
variation given by:
T = N eT e
with e = 1, 2... number of nodes of the element and where the shape
function N e depends on the particular type of the element.
Thus the temperature variation inside the volume is given by:
T = N jT j
where Nj is assembled of all the shape functions at the node j and Tj
is the temperature at that node. If we substitute that in the differential
equation for the energy balance, this cannot be satisfied in general anymore,
since the possible shape of T has been restricted. Instead a solution can be
found with the method of the residuals, where the virtual temperature fields
are the assembled shape functions associated to each node of index Nk.
Thus the equation becomes:
T k
∫
Nk(kilN jl )i dRT
j − T k
∫
NkρCN j dR
∂T j
∂t
+ T k
∫
NkQdR = 0
which may be transformed with the divergence theorem in:
T k
∫
Nk(kilN jl ) dST
j − T k
∫
Nki (kilN
j
l ) dRT
j − T k
∫
NkρCN j dR
∂T j
∂t
+
+T k
∫
NkQdR = 0
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If the thermal conductivity dependence on the temperature is neglected,
and knowing the energy flux at the boundary in the first term, rearranging
it is possible to attain the following form:
T k
∫
NkρCN j dR
∂T j
∂t
+ T k
∫
Nkj (kilN
j
l ) dRT
j = T k
∫
Nkq dS +
+T k
∫
NkQdRdR = 0
Since T k is arbitrary, we can write everything in matricial form:
M∂T
∂t
+ KT = P
M is the specific heat matrix, K is the thermal conductivity matrix, P
is the node thermal fluxes vector and T is the node temperatures vector.
The time discretisation of this matricial equation is obtained by approxi-
mating the temperature variation inside a time step with a linear trend. For
example:
T (t) ≈ T1 + (t− t1)∂T
∂t
with ∂T∂t evaluated at t1 + θδt.
Combining this with the space discretisation, we obtain the time march-
ing equation for the final step of temperature t2 at time t2 as:(M
∆t + θK
)
T2 =
(M
∆t − (1− θ)K
)
T1 + P
where M, K and P are evaluated using the temperatures:
T1 + δ(T2 − T1)
Since M, K and P are all dependent from the temperature T2, also this
equation is non-linear and has to be solved via iterative method.
2.4.3 Boundary conditions definition
As it comes clear from te theoretical introduction to the mathematical
method implemented in the solver, the fundamental problem of the ther-
mal analysis reduces to the correct boundary condition application and to
the insertion of the data characterizing the condition itself, if it is of empiric
or semi-empiric nature.
This especially holds for the thermal transfer coefficients, since from their
accuracy depends then the quality of the data, regarding the temperature
field inside the material, supplied by the whole analysis. Fundamentally the
boundary conditions are of three different types as reported in Incropera [4].
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The first is the definition of a constant temperature on the boundary of the
domain, i.e. T (Xc, t) = Ts. The second applicable condition is a constant
flux of heat, characterized by:
−K∂T
∂x
= const
for the specific direction x.
Generally these two types of boundary conditions are utilised when the
results drawn from the model are sided by esperimental tries, for which it
is known either the superficial temperature or even the thermal transfer
coefficient. An adiabatic or isolated surface may be simply modelled by
putting zero for the value of the constant.
The third kind of condition is used when there is a convective or radiative
thermal transfer between surface and interface, thus the point of the problem
becomes to forecast the value of the thermal transfer coefficient, generally by
mean of semi-empiric correlations. The solver will then evaluate the thermal
power passing through the interface.
It is clear that to obtain the best result, the Fourier equations (through
which get the temperature field inside the the body) should be coupled with
the Navier-Stokes equations, from which to obtain the transfer coefficient
trend. This process is not implemented yet, since its prohibitive requests of
hardware resources and of machine time.
Even more, from the point of view of the creation of an instrument to be
utilised not only in advanced phases of the project, but also in a preliminary
phase, the approach through semi-empirical correlations is unavoidable. It
is the only one which allows the attainment of results with the least com-
putational expense and hence with the least time possible. It is evident as
this is important especially in preliminary phases, when it is necessary to
examinate several possible configurations.
2.5 Structural analysis methodology
The details for the structural analysis methodology will not be given here,
since it is substantially equivalent to the thermal. It is just pointed out that
the differences lie in the starting equations from which the stiffness matrix
for each element is drawn, which are the common mechanical equilibrium
equations for a continuum and the constitutive equations for a (usually)
isotropic material. Then the boundary conditions will consist in displace-
ments or loads (stresses) applied to the external surfaces of the bodies.
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Chapter 3
3D Mock-up studies
This first phase of the project is focused on the creation of a simplified
geometry of the component to be analysed, on the definition of a set of
thermal loads (temperature distributions) and a set of structural constraints
to which the component will be subjected, hence finally the analyses and
postprocess of the results.
The components analysed are the HP and IP turbine casings of the
Trent XWB, which original geometry is shown in Figure 3.1. The casings
are in light blue, while the seal segments (the sealing around the blades)
and the areas of action of the cooling (TCC, Turbine Casing Cooling) are
also pointed out.
Figure 3.1: Baseline 2D model
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To generate the geometries employed in this work, the software NX4
has been utilised. NX4 is the commercial CAD (Computer-Aided Design),
CAM (Computer-Aided Manufacturing), CAE (Computer-Aided Engineer-
ing), PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) software suite developed by
Siemens PLM Software. It may be used also for simulations, but for our
aims it was necessary only for the design, and later for the meshing. Also
the newest version of the software, NX6, has been employed in the last
phases of the work for the meshing of a complex geometry.
3.1 Models set up
A number of different geometries have been analysed to perform all the
sensitivity studies and comparisons mentioned in the introduction. The
following section 3.1.1 reports a description of all the geometries generated
and/or analysed in this first phase of the project.
3.1.1 Geometries
2D Model
The 2D model used as a baseline for all the axisymmetric displacement
comparison is reported in the Rolls-Royce document DNS155999 [6]. Figure
3.1 and 3.2 show the 2D model extent, in light blue (Figure 3.1) the parts
interested in the modelling. In Figure 3.2 the surrounding components are
shown too: the CCOC (Combustion Chamber Outer Casing) and the LPT
(Low Pressure Turbine) casing.
Figure 3.2: Baseline extended 2D model
The 2D model name convention used in the following is XWBHPIP2D.
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"Mock-up" 3D models
The "mock-up" model is a simplified representation of the actual casing
geometry.
The baseline "mock-up" geometry was created in Siemens NX4 by means
of a revolution of the 2D profile of the casing skin. The casing thickness was
maintained constant along its length and only the front and the rear flanges
have been included in the model, neglecting the presence of all the internal
dummy flanges. The model has been divided into a number of domains in
order to easily map the temperature fields.
Figure 3.3 shows the 3D Mock-up model extent.
Figure 3.3: Baseline 3D "mock-up" model
One of the studies planned at the beginning of the project was the effect
that installation bosses has on predicted radial thermal displacements. For
this purpose a new model, based on the baseline mock-up has been gener-
ated. The bosses created are representative of the HP3 transfer pipe bosses
as far as concern axial positioning and size.
Moreover, one of the analyses initially proposed was the investigation
of how the HPT/IPT casing behaves, when connected to the surrounding
parts (CCOC and LPT) subjected to asymmetric temperature loads. For
this purpose three models, always derived from the baseline "mock-up", were
generated. Those three models included in the "mock-up" respectively the
LPT, the CCOC and the two casings (LPT+CCOC) together.
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The LPT casing was again simplified into an easy to reproduce geomet-
rical shape. The skin section was revolved around the x axis in order to
generate the geometry. The CCOC casing has instead a simple "truncated-
cone" shape, even produced by revolution. Both the CCOC and the LPT
casings, when added to the HP/IPT casing in SC03, are kept as separate
domains.
The following names have been used to identify the 3D "mock-up" mod-
els:
XWBHPIPT3DM Baseline Mock-up Model (Figure 3.3)
XWBHPIPT3DM+6B Baseline Mock-up Model + HP3 Transfer Pipe
Bosses (Figure 3.4)
XWBHPIPT3DM+LP Baseline Mock-up Model + Mock-up LPT (Fig-
ure 3.5)
XWBHPIPT3DM+COC Baseline Mock-up Model + Mock-up COC
XWBHPIPT3DM+LP+COC Baseline Mock-up Model +Mock-up LPT
+ Mock-up COC (Figure 3.6)
Figure 3.4: 3D "mock-up" model + 6 bosses
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Figure 3.5: 3D "mock-up" model + LPT casing
Figure 3.6: 3D "mock-up" model + LPT + CCOC casings
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3.1.2 F.E. Mesh
The XWBHPIPT3DM model used in the first analysis was meshed by SC03
v13C0 with a tetrahedral mesh, with element distortion ratio of 30 and size
ratio of 300. The finite element mesh consisted of 15342 elements and 30633
nodes.
The XWBHPIPT3DM+LP model was also meshed by SC03 v13C0 with
a tetrahedral mesh, with element distortion ratio of 50 and size ratio of 300.
The finite element mesh consisted of 24468 elements and 46570 nodes.
The XWBHPIPT3DM+COC model was meshed by SC03 v13C0 with a
tetrahedral mesh, with element distortion ratio of 50 and size ratio of 300.
The finite element mesh consisted of 37959 elements and 72585 nodes.
The XWBHPIPT3DM+LP+COC model was meshed by SC03 v13C0
with a tetrahedral mesh, with element distortion ratio of 100 and size ratio
of 400. The finite element mesh consisted of 72790 elements and 137361
nodes.
The XWBHPIPT3DM+6B model, developed for the bosses influence
analysis, was meshed by NX4. The tetrahedral meshes has got mixed ele-
ments (curve plus linear) with an element size of 10 mm. The finite element
mesh consisted of 103514 elements and 209246 nodes.
Figure 3.7 shows the mesh of the mock-up model.
Figure 3.7: Mock-up final mesh
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3.1.3 Model Materials
For this first part of the study, all the structure, comprising HPT and IPT
casings, was modelled with PE-16 (QET), a nickel alloy, while actually only
the IPT casing is in PE-16 (QET) but the HPT casing is in Waspaloy (QDY)
(an other nickel alloy). For the second part of the study, the geometry
was the divided also in domains to apply the different materials. All the
materials were taken from the Commit Database of Rolls-Royce and are
applied consistently to all the models analysed.
3.1.4 Reference Points
Several reference points were placed along the casing to record radial dis-
placements during the analysis.
A total of 160 reference points have been placed on each mock-up model,
distributed on 10 sections along the axial direction (x axis), giving then 10
rings of 16 points per each axial section, angularly spaced by 22.5 degrees.
The same set of reference points were used for all the analysis, with some
minor adaptations for different models. For example in the model with the
bosses it was necessary to move one ring of reference points to target the
region of the bosses themselves.
Obviously for the 2D model only 10 reference points were necessary.
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show the position of the reference points in
the 2D and 3D models.
Figure 3.8: 2D model reference points location
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Figure 3.9: 3D model reference points location
3.1.5 The use of Prescribed Temperatures
SC03 allows the application of metal temperature as input parameters in
order to be used in a displacements/structural analysis. This is opposed to
the normal thermal modelling approach of defining the air temperatures and
heat transfer coefficients, from which the metal temperatures are an output
rather than an input parameter.
The main advantage of this approach is that the model is much easier to
set-up (i.e. no thermal boundary application required) and sensibly faster
to run. Furthermore this approach allows a more direct characterisation
of the relationship between metal temperature variations and casing shape
compared to the standard approach.
The next section reports a list of all the idealised metal temperature sets
prescribed to the models used in the analyses described in this report.
Unit Load Cases
All the models were loaded with common sets of prescribed and idealised
metal temperature varying both axially and circumferentially.
The following axial metal temperature cases (Figure 3.10), have been
defined:
Axial Case x=0: Uniform This case is a uniform field of constant tem-
perature of 600K. This distribution of temperature was considered only
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for model check purpose.
Axial Case x=1: HP+IP1 This case consists in the simultaneous cool-
ing of the HP section (in the region of the TCC system) and the IP1
section (in the region of the TCC system); a reduction of 100K from
the uniform field at 600K was applied. The transition between the two
temperatures takes place linearly through a space of 15 mm of length.
Axial Case x=2: HP+IP2 This case consists in the simultaneous cool-
ing of the HP section (in the region of the TCC system) and the IP2
section (in the region of the TCC system); a reduction of 100K from
the uniform field at 600K was applied. The transition between the two
temperatures takes place linearly through a space of 15 mm of length.
Axial Case x=3: HP+IP1+IP2 This case consists in the simultaneous
cooling of the HP section (in the region of the TCC system), the IP1
and the IP2 sections (in the region of the TCC system); a reduction
of 100K from the uniform field at 600K was applied. The transition
between the three temperatures takes place linearly through a space
of 15 mm of length.
Axial Case x=4: IP1 In this case a reduction of 100K from the uniform
field at 600K was applied only in the area of the IP1, for an extent in
the axial direction of 70mm.
Axial Case x=5: HP In this case a reduction of 100K from the uniform
field at 600K was applied only in the area of the HP, for an extent in
the axial direction of 106mm.
Axial Case x=6: IP2 In this case a reduction of 100K from the uniform
field at 600K was applied only in the area of the IP2, for an extent in
the axial direction of 70mm.
In addition to the axial profiles of temperature, the following circumfer-
ential metal temperature profiles have been applied. Circumferential varia-
tions have been applied just in the region cooled by the TCC cooling system,
in order to simulate the circumferential variation induced by the TCC sys-
tem itself.
Circumferential Case 0: Uniform No circumferential variation.
Circumferential Case 1: Off Centre case The off-centre case is char-
acterized by a sinusoidal variation of temperature applied around the
casings circumference, in correspondence with the areas cooled by
100K. The asymmetric field varies with cos θ, where θ is the azimuth
angle, and the peak to peak temperature variation is ±50K.
The temperature field is shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Axial temperature distributions
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This kind of thermal load generates an off-centre deformation of the
section, since the zones of major and minimum expansion of the casing
are placed in an opposite position with respect to the centre of the
casing itself.
Circumferential Case 2: Ovality The ovality case is characterized by a
double sinusoidal variation of temperature applied around the casings
circumference in correspondence with the areas cooled by 100K. The
asymmetric field varies with cos 2θ, where θ is the azimuth angle, and
the temperature peak to peak variation is ±50K.
The temperature field is shown in Figure 3.11. This kind of load turns
the circular section of the casing into an ellipse without moving its
centre, since it is symmetric with respect to two axes passing through
the centre point of the section.
Figure 3.11: Circumferential Temperature Variation - Off-centre (y=1) and
Ovality (y=2)
In both the circumferential cases, a sinusoidal temperature field is im-
posed also to the ramps linking cooled to un-cooled zones, which scales at
the same rate, to assure the continuity of the field.
These loads are representative of the real temperatures the component
is subjected in reality. Actually the average temperature of 600K is often
overcome, but the effect of the cooling and the circumfential variation are
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really close to reality. The real temperature fields will be applied in the
second part of the project.
Unit loads applied to CCOC and LPT
Similar temperature fields are applied to the geometry provided with CCOC
and LPT, to study the influence that a load of these casings have on the
behaviour of the central part. The axial temperature distributions applied
are shown in Figure 3.12. Various extents of the cooled areas on the COC
have been tested. The circumferential variation in this cases is always a
double sinusoidal one, varying then with cos 2θ.
Figure 3.12: Axial temperature difference from average applied to CCOC
and LPT in model (XWBHPIPT3DM+LP+COC)
3.1.6 Analysis nomenclature convention
Since the high number of analyses carried out, a compact convention for the
storage of the model files and the results has been adopted. The nomencla-
ture utilized defines each analysis with a label of this type:
Modelname.x.y.z
Modelname identifies the particular geometry analysed, as described in
sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.1. The three subsequent numbers identify respectively:
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x the axisymmetric temperature profile applied (Axial Cases - section 3.1.5)
y the circumferential temperature profile applied (Circumferential Cases -
section 3.1.5)
z the set of structural constraints utilized. The details of the structural
constraint nomenclature are reported in section 3.2, where the various
cases analysed have been described.
3.2 Constraints study
This section reports a detailed description of all the constraint studies that
has been carried out in order to identify the minimum set of constraints to
run the model as well as the best set of constraints to be used in the second
phase of the project.
One of the most important things tried to achieve looking at the differ-
ent standard of constraints, and in particular for the minimum set, was to
maintain the casing axis movement independent by the set of constraints
applied. This implies that the casing axis should stay fixed for the uniform
and the ovality case, which are circumferential symmetric loads .
The sets of constraints analysed are shown diagrammatically in Figure
3.13 (single point) and Figure 3.14 (multi-point).
Figure 3.13: Set of constraints n.1 (Single Point Constrain)
The various sets of constraints utilised are:
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Figure 3.14: Set of constraints n.2 (Multi Point Constrain)
z=0 3 points constraint, Figure 3.13b
z=1 rear flange axially and tangentially constrained Figure 3.14a
z=2 4 points constraint (axial + tangential) Figure 3.13c
z=3 front flange axially and tangentially constrained Figure 3.14a
z=4 4 points constraint (axial + point tying) Figure 3.13d
z=5 rear flange axially and tangentially constrained + front flange point
tying Figure 3.14b.
In most of the cases involving asymmetric temperature distribution, it
has been found easier to plot the difference between the displacement at
TDC (Top Dead Centre - θ = 0) and the average displacement as a function
of the x axis. These kinds of plot give the peak asymmetry immediately and
show easily any "out-of-phase" behaviour as explained later in more details.
Figure 3.21 to Figure 3.36 show a number of plots used to post-process
analysis results using the kind of representation just explained. The re-
sults are plotted in correspondence of the maximum peak of the sinusoidal
temperature distribution applied (always θ = 0).
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3.2.1 Free-body constraints
First it has been studied the best way to constrain the component without
impede any type of deformation, i.e. without introducing any stress dif-
ferent from the self-induced thermal stresses, thus an ideal iso-static set of
constraints.
A body free to move in the space has got six degrees of freedom, and
to fix only these six DoF the binding has to be implemented constraining
single points of the casing. The first attempt made to block the essential
degrees of freedom is shown in Figure 3.13a. As it can be easily seen, esactly
6 DoF are blocked. This is clearly a valid set of constraints, the problem
is that, as it can be seen in Figure 3.15 (where the casing is loaded with
a uniform temperature), after the deformation the centre of the rear flange
(but also of all the longitudinal sections of the casing) does not keep the
same position. It moves out due to the radial growth of the structure. Only
for reasons of easiness of measuring, it is desirable to have a symmetric
deformation, instead. It is a problem directly consistent with the capability
of the software, which does not permit to fix a point of the axis, where there
is no body material.
The other constraints sets developed and studied in the following sections
are thus various attempts to overcome this difficulty.
Figure 3.15: First try of isostatic set - rear flange out of axis
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Rear Flange Three Points Constraint - z=0
This set of constraints (diagrammatically shown in Figure 3.13)b fixes three
points on the rear flange of the casing in the axial and tangential direction.
The three points are equally circumferentially spaced.
This is the simplest iso-static system since all the rotations are blocked
while for the translations there is only a degree of freedom (radial expansion).
The main problem with this set, when the "ovality case" is considered,
is that the casing centre axis is let to move out of its original position, while
due to the circumferential symmetry of the load it should not.
Figure 3.16 shows the front flange circumferential radial displacements
for the model XWBHPIPT3DM.2.2.0 (HP+IP1 - ovality).
Figure 3.16: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case - constrain
z=0
It should be noted that the point at θ = 0 degrees moves outward more
(about 0.5mm) than the point at θ = 180, implying a movement of the
casing centre axis.
The problem would not be highlighted for the off-centre case since the
centre axis of the casing will not maintain its position because the effect of
the temperature loads.
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Rear Flange Four Points Constraint (axial + tangential) - z=2
This set of constraints is diagrammatically shown in Figure 3.13c. This
system allows a symmetric radial expansion, and also preserves the shape
of the axis of the casing, since the intrinsic symmetry of the application of
constraints.
Anyway this set, if considered as a minimum set of constraints, is too re-
strictive, since the flange if free to move, would have a sensible deformation
out of its plane, but this deformation is not allowed by the binding. Thus
it was discarded in the quest for the ideal constraints, but the studies per-
formed with this set provided important material to develop the definitive
free-body one described in the next section.
Rear Flange Four Points Constraint (axially + point tying) - z=4
This set is diagrammatically shown in Figure 3.13d.
It was developed subsequently to the z=2 with the idea of preserving
its symmetry but permit the deformation of the flange out of its plane.
This is the minimum set of constraints that allows the full movement of the
casing without changing the orientation of the casing axis with an "oval"
temperature distribution applied (see Figure 3.17).
Figure 3.17: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case - constrain
z=4
Since the thermal load owns symmetry with respect of two perpendicu-
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lar axes passing through the centre of each section, the same symmetry is
maintained for the constriction.
This was considered the best set of constraints to reproduce the defor-
mation of the casing when left free to deform, basically because it allows the
deformation preserving the position of the casing axis.
Figure 3.18 reports the result of the analysis of the following models:
XWBHPIPT3DM.2.2.4 (HP+IP2 - ovality), XWBHPIPT3DM+COC.5.2.4
(HP - ovality) and XWBHPIPT3DM2.2.4 (IP2 - ovality).
Figure 3.18: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case - constrain
z=4
Figure 3.19 reports the result of the analysis of the following models:
XWBHPIPT3DM.1.2.4 (HP+IP1 - ovality), XWBHPIPT3DM+COC.5.2.4
(HP - ovality) and XWBHPIPT3DM4.2.4 (IP1 - ovality).
As it can be inferred from the two graphs, when the HP system is loaded
with an asymmetric temperature profile the IP2 section tends to move out of
phase relative to the temperature field applied. Conversely, when the IP2 is
loaded with an asymmetric temperature profile the HP moves out of phase.
Furthermore, there is a sensible difference between loading the HP sec-
tion and the IP2 section. The contraction induced by the HP into the IP is
a lot bigger than the contraction induced by the load on the IP into the HP
section. This difference is presumably due to the conicity of the component.
Very interestingly, the IP1 asymmetric temperature load is neutral on
the HP and IP2 sections.
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Figure 3.19: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP1 on - Ovality Case - constrain
z=4
This further proves the relation with constraint and ovality temperature
load. When a flange is free to move out of its plane and it is not tangentially
constrained, and an "oval" temperature load is applied on the far side (which
is instead constrained), the section close to the free flange goes "out-of-phase"
relative to the temperature profile applied.
Figure 3.20 shows the results of the same analysis carried out adding
the LPT to the HPT/IPT casing and using the same set of constraints.
When the HPT/IPT is considered in conjunction with the LPT, it may be
argued that adding a new part that increases the length of the region at
uniform temperature and moves away the free flanges damps the effects of
the temperature asymmetry.
3.2.2 Whole flanges constraints
Now it will be presented the study carried on to find a way of constraining
the casing to reproduce its behaviour in the most realistic way, as it is really
placed inside the engine and under the most realistic conditions of load. This
essentially means to simulate the connection of the casing to the surrounding
structures by mean of bolted flanges.
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Figure 3.20: Model 3d Mock-up + LP - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case -
constrain z=4
Rear flange axial and tangential full constraint - z=1
This set of constraints fixes all the points on the rear flange in the axial and
tangential directions; it basically simulates the connection of the casing rear
flange to another infinite stiff flange. Figure 3.14a shows a diagrammatical
representation of this set of constraints. This set does not prevent the flange
freedom to expand radially.
Figure 3.21 shows the radial displacement at θ = 0 (relative to the aver-
age displacement), for the off-centre case (Models XWBHPIPT3DM.2.1.1,
XWBHPIPT3DM.5.1.1, XWBHPIPT3DM.6.1.1).
The analysis results for these three cases do not present any particular
unexpected issue. The HP and IP section move in phase with the tempera-
ture load (i.e. θ = 0 growth more than average) and the sum of the effects is
verified. This is the only off-centre case reported in the document because
of less practical interest.
Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23 show the radial displacement relative to aver-
age at θ = 0, for the ovality case (Models XWBHPIPT3DM.2.2.1, XWBH-
PIPT3DM.5.2.1, XWBHPIPT3DM.6.2.1). The first figure reports the re-
sults from the model with HP and IP1 cooled regions, while the second one
shows the HP and IP2.
It is possible to observe, particularly in Figure 3.23, an unexpected con-
traction in the HP area when the two systems are considered in conjunction
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Figure 3.21: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP2 on - Off-Centre Case - constrain
z=1
Figure 3.22: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP1 on - Ovality Case - constrain
z=1
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Figure 3.23: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case - constrain
z=1
(case x=2). It is evident that when either the IP1 or the IP2 section is cooled
with an asymmetric (oval) temperature variation, the HP section tends to
shrink. The opposite does not apply.
This behaviour was completely unexpected and it is more severe when
the asymmetric load is applied closer to the constrained flange (rear flange
in this instance). As a matter of fact, when the rear flange is constrained,
blocking both axial and tangential displacements, the flange is forced to stay
in its original plane and to have axi-symmetric radial displacements. This
is a confirmation of the intuitive remark on which was based the use of this
set of constraints. On the other hand, when a flange is free to axially move
out of its original plane and it is not tangentially constrained, it can shrink
in opposite phase to the temperature loads applied on the casing.
The same set of constraints was applied also to the models including
the COC and LPT, in order to understand the change of behaviour in a
more integrated contest. The rear flange of the LPT was constrained and
an uniform temperature load applied. Figure 3.24 shows the displacements
of the model with the LPT included (XWBHPIPT3DM+LP) for the same
temperature load case. The inclusion of the LPT turbine does not affect the
behaviour of the HPT/IPT casing.
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Figure 3.24: Model 3d Mock-up + LP - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case -
constrain z=1
Front flange axial and tangential full constraint - z=3
This set of constraints is shown in Figure 3.14a. It is substantially the
equivalent of the z=1 set, applied instead to the front flange of the casing.
Figure 3.25 shows the radial displacement relative to average at θ = 0,
for the ovality case for the following models: XWBHPIPT3DM+COC.2.2.3
(HP+IP2 - ovality), XWBHPIPT3DM+COC.5.2.3 (HP+IP2 - ovality), XW-
BHPIPT3DM+COC.5.2.3 (HP - ovality) and XWBHPIPT3DM6.2.3 (IP2 -
ovality).
Similar conclusions as reported for the case with z=1 can be made here.
When the HP flange is loaded (close to the flange restrained) the IP moves
"out of phase" relative to the temperature applied. On the other hand, when
the IP2 is loaded (far from the flange constrained) the HP section does not
show the similar behaviour.
The inclusion of the COC, maintaining the same temperature load, does
not impact the behaviour of the HPT and IPT Casing.
Rear Flange Axial and Tangential full constraint + front flange
point tying - z=5
This set of constraints is diagrammatically shown in Figure 3.14b.
The rear flange is fully constrained axially and tangentially as in the z=1
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Figure 3.25: Model 3d Mock-up + COC - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case -
constrain z=3
case; the front flange is instead free to grow axially but sixteen points on
its surface are tied together in the axial direction, in order to maintain the
flange in its plane. All the front flange is also tangentially constrained.
The front tying is also shown in Figure 3.26.
This is the most physically sensible set of constraints. The HPT casing is
bolted at the front flange to the CCOC, which is fixed on its front flange to
the Intercase (ICC), while the IPT casing is bolted at the rear flange to the
LPT, which is connected at the other side with the structural tail bearing
house (TBH). The ICC provides a stiff support at the front, since its flange
can deform practically only in radial direction, and the TBH structure at the
back, is structurally very stiff as well and keep the LPT rear flange circular
shape, just expanding or shrinking because of the change in temperature.
This set of constraints is believed to realize the stiffness of the connec-
tion. To apply this type of restraint to both the front and the rear flange, it
is necessary to use the point tying on that flange instead of forcing to zero
the axial displacements, to allow the components to expand in the axial di-
rection. The first study with this set of constraint concerns the displacement
prediction of the entire assembly in order to have a basic and realistic anal-
ysis to compare the successive studies on the HP/IPT casing in isolation,
with the same set.
Figure 3.27 shows the results from the analysis performed on the model
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Figure 3.26: Point tying on the front flange
constituted by the whole assembly, comprising the LPT casing and the
CCOC and the HP-IPT casing in isolation of the following models XWBH-
PIPT3DM.2.2.5 (HP+IP2 - ovality), XWBHPIPT3DM.5.2.5 (HP - ovality)
and XWBHPIPT3DM6.2.5 (IP2 - ovality)
As it can be seen the two model behaviour is very similar and most
importantly the "out of phase" behaviour, described in the previous section
is completely eliminated.
3.2.3 Remarks on constraints sets
As it can be seen from the graphs, the expected behaviour of radial expansion
in correspondence of the hottest zones is quite respected in all the analysis.
There are other important features that can be underlined.
Free constraints When the loaded zone (hot point of the sinusoidal) is
not heavily constrained in the surroundings, to the radial expansion in
the warmed zone corresponds a restriction at the two sides, so that the
section takes an oval shape in reverse direction with respect to that in
the middle.
There is an evident difference between loading the HP and the IP2,
difference that is presumably due to the conicity of the piece, since
there are no other factors stepping in. So we can say that loading
the narrowest zone the casing deforms less in that point but influence
strongly the surrounding wider zone, while loading the zone close to
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Figure 3.27: Model 3d Mock-up & 3D Mock-up with LP and COC - HP &
IP2 on - Ovality Case - constrain z=5
the base of the cone the effects are chiefly concentred only in that zone
(and amplified).
Constraining a flange When we constrain a flange blocking both axial
and tangential displacements, the flange is forced to keep a circular
shape (difference of radial displacement from average are zero). Due
to the forcing of the flange, on the other side of the loaded zone the
effect of restriction is emphasized; we can approximate this tendency
adding a constant slope to the shape of the graph in the case of isostatic
constrains.
Anyway, as it can be noticed on the results from the analysis XWBH-
PIPT3DM+LPT.2.2.4, shown in Figure 3.20, even if there are strong differ-
ences between the behaviours when only the HP or the IP2 is cooled, when
they are both active the deformation is very similar to that of the HP/IPT
casing taken in isolation. It may be natural to think that the same thing
will happen when adding also the CCOC. This case has also been run and
the results are plotted in Figure 3.28.
Actually, the displacements of the central casing attached to the entire
assembly, completely free to deform, compares very well with the displace-
ments obtained from just the casing alone, anyway free to deform. The
result is quite interesting, although thinking to make a practical use of it is
difficult, since a complete absence of constraint is unrealistic and even more
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Figure 3.28: Model 3d Mock-up & 3D Mock-up with LP and COC - HP &
IP2 on - Ovality Case - constrain z=4
the match exists only when both HP cooling and IP cooling are active. A
comparison can still be done between the results that would be obtained by
this type of restraint and the one chosen as definitive, applying the same
temperature load as usual. This comparison is also shown in Figure 3.28, in
dashed line the case z=5.
As may be seen, the peak to peak displacements (the entity of the ovality)
is almost the same, while a difference exists in the axial position of the
deformation.
It should be noted that, if we focus on:
• The persistence of an unexpected contraction in the IPT zone when
keeping flat both the flanges (with the definitive set of constraints)
Figure 3.27;
• The match between the behaviour of the HP/IPT casing in isolation
with isostatic set of constraints and the assembly with CCOC and
LPT casings Figure 3.28;
• The damping of the influence of the thermal loads at a certain dis-
tance when adding CCOC and LPT casings in the case of isostatic
constraints;
• The reduction of the influence of loading the CCOC area when moving
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away the loaded area from the flange constrained with the set z=1;
it may be thought that the set z=5 chosen as definitive is a bit too re-
strictive to simulate the real behaviour of the casing, especially when loaded
asymmetrically near the flanges. A better behaviour could be observed if a
stretch of cylindrical casing kept at constant temperature is allowed before
a constrained flange (if it is really necessary then to strongly constrain the
flange).
3.3 HP & IPs TCC cooling influence region
The purpose of this assessment was to indentify the extent of the casing
affected by contraction, following the independent application of asymmetric
HP, IP1 and IP2 TCC cooling. The models used for the analysis are the
XWBHPIPT3DM 5.2.5 (ovality - just HP), 4.2.5 (ovality - just IP1), 6.2.4
(ovality - just IP2). Figure 3.29 to Figure 3.31 show the difference between
the displacements at Top Dead Centre and the average displacement.
Figure 3.29: Model 3d Mock-up - HP on - Ovality Case - constrain z=5
As it is possible to infer from Figure 3.29, the HP region of influence is
about 200 mm for an application of TCC cooling by an extent of 105 mm
(typical of the TrentXWB HPT).
The IP1 and IP2 regions of influence are also about 200mm (Figure 3.30
and Figure 3.31), for an application of TCC cooling of about 70 mm (typical
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Figure 3.30: Model 3d Mock-up - IP1 on - Ovality Case - constrain z=5
Figure 3.31: Model 3d Mock-up - IP2 on - Ovality Case - constrain z=5
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of the TrentXWB IPTs). The stronger action of the IP areas may be due to
the bigger extent in the circumferential direction (due to the bigger radius).
It is interesting to observe that although the HP TCC system will not
interact with the IP system, the two IP TCC cooling are not independent.
This implies that the independent application of IP1 TCC cooling will man-
ifest itself as an improvement in both IP1 and IP2 tip clearances and vice
versa.
3.4 Cooling area extent effect
An analysis on the mock-up model was performed to outline the sensitivity
of a reduction in the extent of the TCC cooled area in the casing radial dis-
placement. For this exercise the XWBHPIPT3DM 2.2.5 (ovality - HP+IP2)
has been used.
Figure 3.32 shows the effect of the reduction in the extent of the cooling
of the HPT, considering active only the central manifold of the TCC system.
Figure 3.32: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case - constrain
z=5
A reduction of 75% in the area cooled by the TCC system results in a
reduction of about 57% (from 0.3mm to 0.17mm) in the casing peak con-
traction.
The relation between extent and maximum radial displacement (ovality
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deformation) is then less than linear. The amplitude of circumferential vari-
ation in temperature is so the predominant factor for the determination of
the amplitude of the asymmetry deformation, with an almost linear depen-
dence, although also the width of the area takes its role since the material
surrounding the thermally loaded zone tends to oppose to the strain.
3.5 CCOC and LPT influence on HP/IPT casing
Two analyses have been carried on the whole assembly of the HPT/IPT
casings with the CCOC and the LPT casing to understand what influence
could have the application of an asymmetric temperature distribution, either
on the CCOC or on the LPT, to the HPT/IPT casing displacement.
As a matter of fact also these two components experience a circumferen-
tial variation in metal temperature, although it is less severe than the one
expected on the HPT/IPT casings.
The CCOC and the LPT casings were loaded with the axial tempera-
ture profile shown in Figure 3.12 and with the ovality (y=2) circumferential
variation. The HPT/IPT casings were loaded with an uniform temperature
profile.
The extent and the positioning of the axial and circumferential loads
have been changed to assess the effect that it will have on HPT/IPT casing
displacements as described later in this section.
The model used for the analysis is the XWBHPIPT3DM+LP+COC.
The models have been generally constrained with the set explained in section
3.2.2 and section 3.2.2 (z=3 and z=5 ).
The results are plotted in the usual way showing the difference between
the TDC and the average displacement. The displacements of the CCOC
and of the LPT are not reported.
Figure 3.33 shows that the HPT-IPT casing moves out of phase when
the COC is loaded with an asymmetric temperature profile.
The positioning of the COC asymmetric loads seem to matter as well.
Figure 3.34 shows that the "out-of-phase" behaviour is more severe when the
variation is applied closer to the constrained flange as already experienced
with the sub-model in section 3.2.2.
The influence of the LPT distribution can be neglected (see Figure 3.35),
as expected when the loads are not close to the restrained flange.
Interestingly the cooling of the CCOC seems to strongly affect the strain
of the casing, even in the case of both flanges constrained.
3.6 Bosses influence
In order to understand the effect that bosses have on steady state displace-
ments of the casing the XWBHPIPT3DM+6B (Figure 3.4) model has been
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Figure 3.33: Model 3d Mock-up + LP + COC - COC loads - Ovality Case
- constrain z=5 & z=3
Figure 3.34: Model 3d Mock-up + LP +COC - COC loads - Ovality Case -
constrain z=3
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Figure 3.35: Model 3d Mock-up + LP + COC - LPT loads - Ovality Case
- constrain z=1 & z=5
run. It contains a representation of the 6 HP3 Transfer Pipe bosses, which
are the biggest bosses present on the HPT casing.
The model was run initially to a constant temperature of 600K, then a
temperature gradient along the bosses were applied. Considering the results
from the 2D analysis, which showed a temperature gradient along the boss
of about 20K, a temperature of 580K at the top of the bosses were applied,
interpolating linearly from the 600K applied at the skin of the casing. The
results obtained are shown in Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37, both for the cases
of constant temperature and 20 degrees applied.
The steady state local contraction of the HPT/IPT casing due to the
presence of the bosses is very small (i.e. less than 0.03 mm).
It is important to observe that the same conclusion cannot be made for
transient displacements, where the bosses introduce a relative big thermal
inertia. Further work is necessary to investigate this issue.
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Figure 3.36: Model 3d Mock-up + 6 bosses- Cooled bosses - constrain z=5
Figure 3.37: Model 3d Mock-up + 6 bosses - Cooled bosses - constrain z=5
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Chapter 4
Actual geometry 3D
modelling
The second phase was focused on the comparison of displacement predictions
between the mock-up and the 2D/3D real models, in order to understand
the accuracy of the simplified geometry in the prediction of axisymmetric
and asymmetric displacements.
4.1 Model set-up
4.1.1 Geometry - XWB 3D Real HP/IPT casing
After the first stage of the work, which was completely focused on the analy-
sis of the mock-up models, a comparison study between the actual geometry1
and the mock-up model, subjected to the same temperature loads, has been
done.
The two casings were exported as Parasolids (a file format) and merged
together in Siemens NX4. The geometry was then "de-featured" removing
the smallest holes (under 10 mm of diameter) and most of the fillets between
hooks and casing, and between bosses and casing. It should be noted that,
although these features must be taken into account in a detailed stress anal-
ysis, they do not influence in a relevant way temperature and displacement
predictions.
Figure 4.1 shows the 3D XWB HPT and IPT casings.
The real 3d model name used in this document is XWBHPIP3D.
4.1.2 F.E. Mesh
The XWBHPIPT3DM model, the simplified mock-up of the casings, has
been re-meshed for the phase two of the project (displacement comparison
1Including all the casing features, like bosses, hooks etc.
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Figure 4.1: Real HPT-IPT casings geometry
with the real 3D Casing). The mesh was produced in SC03 and it is sensibly
more refined. It is a tetrahedral mesh with element distortion ratio of 30
and size ratio of 1200. This mesh is shown in Figure 3.7 page 27.
The XWBHPIP3D model has been meshed by NX6. The HPT and IPT
casings use a tetrahedral mesh of mixed elements (curve + linear, maximum
jacobian 10) with element size of 12 mm. The finite element mesh consisted
of 209993 elements and 419565 nodes. This mesh is shown in Figure 4.2.
It should be noted that although SC03 can cope very well with very
simplified geometry, it was unable to mesh the 3D real casings. For this task
NX6 was the preferred solution. NX6 was proved capable to mesh the two
HPT/IPT casings without any particular manual intervention. However, in
some regions of the casings, some elements did not stick perfectly with the
geometry.
Figure 3.7 page 27 and Figure 4.2 show the meshes of the mock-up model
and the 3D detailed geometry.
4.1.3 Materials and reference points
Material and reference points are the same applied to the mock-up in the
previous studies, as described in the sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. Slight vari-
ations in the positioning of the reference points were necessary to account
the differences between the models.
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Figure 4.2: Real HP-IPT casings mesh - particular
4.1.4 Performances
The comparison between 3D Mock-Up and real geometries and the 2D real
model was carried on employing the thermal loads coming from a previous
conducted thermal analysis of the complete 2D model on a typical cycle of
work for an engine. The Trent XWB 2D model was in fact run (thermo-
mechanical analysis) for an extended square cycle.
The cycle can be observed in Figure 4.3. On the x-axis is the time in
seconds while on the y-axis is the shaft rotational speed in revolutions per
minute.
The square cycle is a simple design point/development engine cycle con-
sisting of start, stabilisation at idle, acceleration to max, stabilisation at
max, deceleration to idle, stabilisation at idle. It is used to provide ba-
sic understanding of the temperature/displacement/clearance response and
should therefore be the first cycle run in any finite element analysis to check
model behaviour.
For displacement analysis the Square Cycle can also provide useful in-
sight into the effect of potential clearance improvement modifications. It
provides data for scaling calculation that can be used to investigate clear-
ances at other conditions.
In the extended square cycle two other accelerations and stabilizations
are added to the cycle, respectively to the Bottom Of Loop (BOL) and to
the Test Bed Equivalent (TBE). The BOL corresponds to the working point
of minimum specific fuel consumption, while the TBE is the equivalent to
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the max in the test bed for specific fuel consumption. The points corre-
sponding to 4000 seconds and 8000 seconds on the cycle, at the end of the
two stabilization phases, are known respectively as Max Take Off (it is the
point of maximum accumulated effort for the take off) and Altitude Cruise
(steady state of cruise).
Figure 4.3: Extended square cycle
4.1.5 Temperature mapping
For the comparison of the results between the 3D mock-up and the 2D model,
it was necessary to extract an accurate temperature distribution from the
2D model.
Metal temperatures have been measured on the 2D model at two time
points from the 84K Square Cycle: Stabilised Max Take Off (MTO) at
4000 seconds and Altitude Cruise (AC) at 8000 seconds, and collected in 20
points along the section of the casing. The same metal temperature profiles
were applied, by means of graphical items, to the mock-up and the 3D real
geometry. The axial temperature profile derivate from the 2D, and applied
to the 3D "mock-up" and 3D real geometry is shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure
4.5.
A circumferential variation was imposed to the axisymmetric tempera-
ture profile in the areas cooled by the TCC system. A sensible variation
to be applied was inferred from experimental information from the Trent
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Figure 4.4: Temperature mapping MTO
Figure 4.5: Temperature mapping AC
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1000. In particular, data from thermocouples placed under the HPT and
the IPT TCC manifold were available and they have been used in conjunc-
tion with X-factors to scale maximum and minimum variation to the Trent
XWB performance, according to the following formula:
X = T − T130
T30 − T130
T30 and T130 are respectively the highest and the lowest temperature
measured of the flows around the casing.
A sinusoidal circumferential variation, with the derived peak to peak of
about 50K, has then been applied for the asymmetric displacement analysis
(see section 4.2).
4.2 Comparison 2D, Mock-up and actual geome-
try
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show the average displacement comparison of the
three models (2D, mock up, 3D), at different axial locations, performed
at Max Take Off and at Altitude Cruise, for the same temperature profile
applied.
Figure 4.6: Model 3D Mock-up, 3D Real & 2D - HP & IPs on - Ovality Case
The results obtained are remarkably good, especially for what concerns
the comparison between the 3D "mock-up" and the actual casing geometry,
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Figure 4.7: Model 3D Mock-up, 3D Real & 2D - HP & IPs on - Ovality Case
suggesting that a very simplified geometry can adequately reproduce average
displacements.
There are some larger errors reproducing the 2D model especially in
correspondence of the front and rear flange, which may be due to inaccura-
cies in plotting the temperature map, and could be easily reduced. In fact
along the flange there is a strong radial temperature gradient, so taking the
temperature at the bottom the displacements are easily overestimated.
The Mock-up model reproduces average axisymmetric displacements from
the 2D model with an accuracy of over 90% . The average circumferential
displacements differences between the mock-up and the 3D real geometry
are always less than 0.1 mm.
4.3 Asymmetry Prediction
As mentioned in the opening of the chapter, an attempt to predict and
compare steady state circumferential asymmetry from the two 3D models
(mock-up - real geometry) has been done.
The same axisymmetric temperature profile and the same circumferential
temperature variation have been applied to both the models.
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the plot of half of the peak to peak
predicted asymmetries for respectively MTO and Altitude Cruise conditions,
along the casing line. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the 3D contour plot
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with respectively temperature and radial displacements at Altitude Cruise.
Figure 4.8: Model 3d Mock-up & Actual- HP & IP on - Ovality Case -
asymmetry
The mock-up model can reproduce the peak to peak variation with an ac-
curacy of about 80% , which implies that the biggest error is about 0.06mm.
This suggest that a very simplified 3D geometry can reproduce accurately
also the circumferential asymmetry.
It should be noted that although the steady state peak to peak can
be predicted accurately the same may not be applicable to the transient
asymmetric variation. In this case all the asymmetric geometry features
(i.e. bosses, hooks etc.) represent thermal lump mass that slow down the
response of the casing itself and this behaviour will not probably be accu-
rately represented by a "‘mock-up"’ model. However, further investigation
are required to fully understand this issue.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Importance of the correct choice of end constraints
All the studies reported in section 3.2 have shown that the shape of the
casing, in response to a defined temperature asymmetry, depends completely
on the constraint system applied to the two end flanges, even to the extent
of whether the displacement was circumferentially in-phase or out-of-phase
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Figure 4.9: Model 3d Mock-up & Actual- HP & IP on - Ovality Case -
asymmetry
Figure 4.10: Temperature contour plot - Altitude cruise
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Figure 4.11: Radial displacements contour plot - Altitude cruise
with the temperature applied.
For example, Figure 4.12 shows the comparison of radial displacements,
relative to average, between the model constrained allowing both the flanges
to move out of theirs plane (z=4 - minimum set) and the same model con-
strained keeping the flanges in their original planes.
The main issue highlighted is the relation between the movement of a
flange out of its original plane and the circumferential "out-of-phase" radial
displacements relative to the temperature applied.
For example, Figure 3.24 page 44 shows that if the rear flange is axially
and tangentially blocked and the HP section is loaded with an asymmetric
(oval) temperature profile, the IP section tends to move "out of phase".
Conversely, Figure 3.25 page 45 shows that if the front flange is axially and
tangentially blocked and the IP section is loaded with an asymmetric (oval)
temperature profile, the HP section moves "out of phase".
The analysis done with the HPT/IPT casings in conjunction with the
CCOC and LPT has shown that the turbine casings flanges tend to stay in
their original plane when joined with the adjacent casings. For this reason it
was decided to fully constrain the rear flange (axially and tangentially) and
tie together sixteen points on the front one (set z=5). This allows to keep
both the flanges flat and preserve the capability to predict axial movements.
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Figure 4.12: Model 3d Mock-up - HP & IP2 on - Ovality Case - constraints
z=4 and z=5
4.4.2 Contraction efficiencies
For the contraction efficiencies of the casing, the difference between the FEM
analysis result and the simple application of the formula:
d = rα∆T
where d is the radial displacement, r the radius of the casing, α the
coefficient of thermal expansion and T the temperature, can be observed in
Figure 3.27 page 47 for the asymmetry prediction and in Figure 4.13 for the
average displacements prediction.
For the asymmetry prediction, the application of the formula yields for
the HP area of cooling, where the radius is constant 440 mm, about 0.31
mm of asymmetric displacement, to be compared to the 0.29 mm from the
analysis, while in the IP2 area, where the radius is about 560 mm, the
formula yields about 0.40 mm, to be compared to the 0.31 mm from the
analysis.
For the average displacements prediction (Figure 4.13), the relative con-
tractions of the casing in correspondence of HP, IP1 and IP2 areas are re-
spectively: 0.67 mm, 0.65 mm, 0.67 mm, while the application of the formula
gives about: 0.68 mm, 0.76 mm, 0.82 mm.
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Figure 4.13: Contraction efficiency
4.4.3 Lateral (i.e. axial) extent of influence of an asymmet-
rically cooled region
The mock-up model has been proven useful to run sensitivity studies of the
casing. For example, it was demonstrated that a reduction to 35% of the
original HP cooled resulted in a reduction to 60% of the peak asymmetry.
The linearized factor between axial cooling extent and peak asymmetry
reduction is then 0.58, meaning that a reduction of 10% in axial cooling
extension will result in a reduction of 5.8% in radial asymmetry.
4.4.4 Should the adjacent casings (CCOC and LPT) be in
the modelling?
Figure 3.27 at page47 shows a discrepancy in the predicted peak asymmetry
between the HPT/IPT casing sub-model and the same model when analysed
in conjunction with the adjacent casings (LPT+COC). The casing model,
when analysed in isolation and with the final set of constraints identified
unpredict the peak asymmetry by about 0.15 mm.
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Chapter 5
Thermo-mechanical analysis
of the real geometry
5.1 Introduction
The third part of the project concerned the complete thermo-mechanical
analysis of the HP/IPT casing, on the whole engine extended square cycle
(see section 4.1.4) and with the thermal boundary conditions applied to its
surface. This means that if before the temperature of the structure was an
input of the problem and only the displacements were the output, now also
the metal temperature is an unknown, while the input of the problem is
constituted by the initial condition of the casing and by the definition of the
boundary conditions all along the analysis cycle (i.e. throughout a defined
time lapse).
While the structural boundary conditions are the result of the previous
analysis carried on the simplified model of the casing, and are constituted by
surface and punctual constraints on the flanges of the casings, the thermal
boundary conditions will be defined as conduction, convection and radiation
on the surfaces. Otherwise it is possible to define directly on the surface the
temperature or the flux of heat. Convection, conduction and radiation will
need the definition of the external environment, the characteristics of flows,
surfaces and contacts surrounding the casing.
The casing is mainly heated by the contact on the inner surface with
the seal segments and the NGV outer plates and by convection by the air
contained in the gaps between them and the casing itself. Then the casing
is cooled on the external side by convection, especially through the TCC
system which blows cool air on the external surface in restricted areas of the
casing. Also radiation contributes to raise the temperature of the compo-
nent from the inside and to cool it from the outside (the outer components
of the engine are at lower temperature than the casing), but its effect is less
pronounced. Even if the contacts between casing, seal segments and NGV
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plates are not much extended, it is interesting to note that the attempt to
neglect completely the related conduction leaded to a strong underestima-
tion of the temperatures with differences from the 2D model higher than
50K in several points, as pointed out later on.
In the following section is explained how the application of the thermal
boundary conditions takes place in SC03.
5.2 Thermal Analysis on SC03
The third part of the project included the performance of simple thermal
analyses and coupled thermo-mechanical analysis on the software SC03,
while for the first part the study was limited to structural analyses given
prescribed temperature profiles.
Especially for the thermal analysis of the real casing it was necessary
to apply the thermal boundary conditions, drawn from the 2D model, to
the surface of the component. To better understand the way SC03 han-
dles thermo-fluid-dynamics boundary conditions, a short introduction is pro-
vided.
It should be pointed out that SC03, not performing CFD analysis, does
not analyse the air flow around the component but just determines the heat
exchange through the surface. The thermal boundary conditions are con-
duction, radiation and convection, and for the latter SC03 provides different
ways to approximate the flow in order to calculate the heat transfer coeffi-
cient (HTC) on the various points of the surface. The only concern of the
software is in evaluating the HTC and its trend on the surface, provided the
data input of the external flow and the initial condition of the structure.
5.2.1 Boundary conditions definition
The SC03 finite element system handles the conduction of the heat transfer
problem automatically. The main task in a finite element temperature anal-
ysis is therefore in calculation and specification of convective and radiative
boundary conditions. The following boundary condition types are available
within SC03:
• Prescribed flux
• Prescribed temperatures
• Convecting zone
• Thermal void
• Thermal stream
• Thermal duct
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• External radiation
• Internal radiation
• Thermal contact
Prescribed flux and prescribed temperatures
A heat flux or a temperature profile are prescribed on a surface. These
boundary conditions are not very common since often fluxes and tempera-
tures are the unknowns of the problem. Prescribed temperatures are also
not very handy since at the start of the analysis the prescribed temperature
must be equal to the initial domain temperature.
Convectig zone
A convecting zone will be used where the fluid temperature distribution is
known. This temperature could be a single value or could vary in space and
time.
Convecting zones are essentially regions of infinite heat capacity, i.e. the
fluid temperature specified will not change regardless of the heat transfer
between the fluid and the component.
The heat flux from a convecting zone is simply calculated from :
Q = hA(Tf − Ts)
where Ts is the surface local temperature.
Convecting zones to mimic prescribed temperatures
Often, a convecting zone is used as a direct replacement for prescribed tem-
perature boundary conditions (where the metal temperature distribution is
directly specified).
Problems may be encountered when using prescribed temperatures. At
the start of the analysis the prescribed temperature must be equal to the
initial domain temperature. In addition, if two prescribed temperature
boundary conditions have a coincident point (i.e. are adjacent) then the
temperatures at that point must be equal (within a tolerance).
The convecting zone air temperature is set to the required metal tem-
perature distribution and a high heat transfer coefficient (htc) is specified
(e.g. 5 to 10 mW/mm2K).
Void
A thermal void is almost the exact opposite of a convecting zone. Whereas
a convecting zone can be considered as a region of infinite heat capacity, a
thermal void is a region of negligible heat capacity.
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A thermal void is used to represent a region that is at a uniform temper-
ature (i.e. the entire void is at a single temperature) and is at instantaneous
equilibrium with its surroundings, i.e. it has negligible thermal capacity. In
practice this has the effect of providing a heat transfer mechanism which
tends to average the temperatures of the surrounding boundaries according
to the local heat flux. The void can therefore be used to transfer heat across
an air cavity. The void will essentially be influenced by two heat sources -
convection from the surrounding walls, and, if present, an additional power
term (generally from a mass flow into the void).
Figure 5.1: Void
The assumption of instantaneous equilibrium implies no net heat flux
into the void. ∫
h (Ts − Tf ) dA+Qin = 0
i.e.
Tf =
∫
hTs dA+Qin∫
h dA
where: A is the surface area, Ts and Tf are the component and void
temperatures respectively, Qin can be a heat input from a thermal stream
or duct.
Qin = W
(∫ T
0
cp dTstream −
∫ Tf
0
cp dTf
)
For small changes in temperature, this can be put more simply by ignor-
ing the cp term :
Qin = Wcp(Tstream − Tf )
Qin can also be a heat input from another void.
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Thermal Stream
The thermal stream is the most widely used of all the thermal boundary
conditions and is used to define a portion of the boundary that has a finite
flow of fluid along its length. It is capable of absorbing energy from one
location on the surface and transporting it to another.
A stream has a finite heat capacity. The inlet air temperature of the
stream is defined and the variation in fluid temperature along the bound-
ary is calculated with consideration to convection, the heat capacity of the
stream and any additional heating (windage etc).
Thus the thermal stream models the heat transfer mechanism known as
advection.
Figure 5.2: Thermal stream
Thermal streams can be linked and mixed together and are used exten-
sively to model the flow of air, heat exchange and heat pick-up throughout
engine internal cooling air systems. By careful selection of appropriate heat
transfer coefficients and flow system properties, accurate representation of
transient variation in component fluid temperatures is possible.
The temperature pick up along the length of a stream is given by :
dTf
ds
=
[
Hpu
Wcp
+ h(Ts − Tf )
Wcp
]
dA
ds
where:
Tf = local fluid temperature (K)
Ts = surface temperature (K)
s = relative distance along surface
Hpu = heat pick-up (mV/mm2)
A = area over which heat transfer occurs (mm2)
W = stream mass flow rate (Mg/s)
cp = specific heat capacity (mJ/Mg ·K)
h = heat transfer coefficient (mW/mm2K)
Essentially this states that the temperature pick up along the length of a
stream is a function of the convection heat transfer between the component
and the fluid and any additional heating effect (e.g. windage heating).
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Duct
A thermal duct is identical to a thermal stream in all respects except that
two portions of the boundary are defined between which the flow occurs.
Thermal ducts are commonly used to represent turbulent flow in small
confined passages where there is likely to be heat exchange between the
surfaces due to turbulent mixing.
Ducts are only used in 2D analysis. In 3D, a duct-style boundary con-
dition is produced by applying the same stream to both components.
External Radiation
External radiation is used to account for radiative heat transfer from a
remote source that is not part of the model.
Figure 5.3: External radiation
The value of this remote temperature is not influenced by the heat trans-
fer to (or from) it. The heat flux is given by the Stefan Boltzmann equation
:
q = εσ(T 4R − T 4S)
where σ = Stefan Boltzmann constant = 0.56687× 10−10mW/mm2K4 and
ε is the emissivity of the surface variable from 0 to 1.
In general, if all the components between which radiation occurs are
contained in the model then Internal Radiation will be defined.
Internal Radiation
The internal radiation heat transfer boundary condition is used to define
portions of the boundary which are capable of transmitting and receiving
radiation from themselves and each other. View factors are calculated au-
tomatically.
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Radiation has most significance in cases where there are large tempera-
ture differences between the surface and the surroundings; if the convective
heat transfer is relatively low or if there are relatively high surface temper-
atures. e.g. during engine shutdown (for numerous components), turbine
casings and the LPT disc/TBH cavity.
Figure 5.4: Internal radiation
In SC03, internal radiation is defined on the geometry like any other
boundary condition. There is no need to add additional geometry to form a
closed region on the model where internal radiation will occur (as in SC01).
The heat flux is given by the equation :
Qgrey = ξ1−2A1σ(T 41 − T 42 )
where:
Qgrey = heat flow rate from grey body
ξ1−2 = grey body view factor
i.e.
ξ1−2 =
1
(1−ε1ε1 ) +
1
F1−2 +
A1
A2
(1−ε2ε2 )
Thermal contact
Thermal contact is used to restore full or partial conduction at an interface.
An interface is caused in 2D (edges) by applying a joint to an internal line.
Thermal Conductance is defined by the relationship between flux density
across the interface and temperature drop:
Q
A
= C∆T
where:
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Q = heat flux (W )
A = area (m2)
C = conductance (W/m2K)
∆T = temperature drop across the interface (K)
The conductance C across the contact is depending on the features of the
materials, of the surfaces and of the contact itself (asperity slope, roughness,
contact pressure, mean conductivity).
Heat Transfer Coefficient
The accurate evaluation of convective heat transfer coefficients at the surface
of a solid is one of the most difficult problems in prediction of component
temperature distributions. Detailed numerical modelling of physical condi-
tions at fluid-solid boundaries is only just beginning to enable calculation of
surface heat transfer coefficients.
The effect of windage heating on local fluid temperatures also poses
similar difficulties.
The current approach used by the Automatic Analysis system programs
is to provide a database of empirically derived heat transfer and windage
correlations. These may then be applied by the engineer based on a judge-
ment of the most representative correlation (e.g. natural convection from a
vertical plate) together with appropriate geometric and physical correction
factors.
The calculation and scaling of engine cooling air system mass flows is
also a difficult problem in SC03 analyses.
Many of the empirical correlations involve different expressions for differ-
ent ranges of non-dimensional parameters. This means that discontinuities
in heat transfer coefficient could occur as the program steps from one range
to another. These would present significant problems to the spatial and
time varying adaptation routines within SC03, and so all discontinuities are
smoothed out. The smoothing is done by using linear interpolation between
the two expressions when the non-dimensional parameter is within 10% of
such a break point.
5.3 Analysis of the casings
5.3.1 Geometry set up
The analysis of the actual model with the real fluid-dynamic boundary con-
ditions was carried on the HPT casing and on the IPT casing separately,
because of the complexity of the analysis (long duration of the analysis pro-
cess on the dotation processors).
For the complete analysis of the geometry on the whole cycle, in partic-
ular, it was necessary to define on the components all the boundary lines
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for the areas of application of the boundary conditions, as it is required on
SC03. So to realize on the model all the lines not coincident with geometric
edges it was necessary to split the faces of each component on NX6, before
the mesh. Then, after importing the mesh on SC03, it was necessary to
get the boundary lines from the geometry by mean of the relative command
of the software, with the wariness of setting the geometric tolerance of the
system in such a way to tackle the difference from the actual geometry and
the one idealized through the meshing.
Furthermore it was necessary to define boundary lines directly on the
model in SC03 (with the command Define boundary lines) to split the faces
for the cooling streams application along the circumferential direction. In
fact for the streams it was not possible to directly apply a dependence of
the variables to the azimuth angle theta, and to approximately obtain this
type of load the cooled areas were divided into eight circular sectors, to set
a different stream on each one of those.
5.3.2 Mesh
The actual geometry has been meshed by NX6. The HPT casing uses a
tetraedric mesh of mixed elements (maximum jacobian 15) with an element
dimension of 5 mm. The finite element mesh consisted of 494233 elements
and 950211 nodes.
The IPT casing adopts a tetraedric mesh of mixed elements (maximum
jacobian 15) with an element dimension of 5.5 mm. The finite element mesh
consisted of 587786 elements and 1178122 nodes. In Figure 5.5 is shown the
mesh of the IPT casing.
5.3.3 Performances
The models were run through an extended square cycle, which has been
diagrammatically shown in section 4.1.4. The file containing all the data
relative to the cycle was directly imported from the 2D model. This means
that all the dependence of the boundary conditions from the time were
directly transferred from the 2D model, obviously to obtain the best match
possible.
Since boundary conditions were exported from the 2D axisymmetric
HP/IPT casing, a set of additional user parameters had to be imported
to setup the thermo-mechanical model.
5.3.4 Boundary conditions application
In view of a comparison with the model just loaded imposing a temperature
map the thermal boundary conditions applied to the actual model were
extracted straight from the 2D model, with the slight corrections of the
case. In particular it was necessary to substitute the ducts with streams
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Figure 5.5: Intermediate pressure casing mesh
(constitutive difference between 3D analysis and 2D in SC03), and to get
directly from the 2D analysis the final temperature of some thermal features,
especially voids, not present on the 3D model for the analysis, and to apply
the equivalent condition in a different form (e.g. the voids were substituted
with convective zones). It was necessary also to change the directions of
the streams applied, always for the adaptation from 2D to 3D, and some
geometrical data for the differences between the models.
In Figure 5.6 is shown the HPT casing with the cooling streams high-
lighted (in red), corresponding to the TCC HP system. It is also visible the
division of the surface in parts for the application of the boundary condi-
tions.
In Figure 5.7 is shown the IPT casing geometry with in red the streams
for the cooling (externally) and the inner streams responsible for the heat
up.
In Figure 5.8 is shown a particular of the application of the boundary
conditions on the 2D model of the casings, the streams on the HPT cooling
area.
For the IPT casing, since the high difference in temperature obtained
from the first analysis with respect to the 2D model, it was necessary to
account for the thermal conduction via rear and front flanges. That was
simply realized imposing the same temperature obtained from the 2D model
to the 3D.
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Figure 5.6: Cooling streams on the HPT casing
Figure 5.7: Cooling streams on the IPT casing
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Figure 5.8: Boundary conditions applications on the 2D
To reproduce the same temperature on the flanges in contact with the
adjacent HPT casing and LPT casing it was necessary to collect the tem-
peratures data on the flanges in 5 points along the radial extent. These
data constituted 5 graphical items (graphs) of temperature vs time, which
have been combined together to obtain a 3D graph in temperature, time
and radius. To do that an Excel macro was used. To impose these temper-
ature fields to the flanges, two convective zones were placed on their faces,
setting for the temperature the graph previously built and a very high HTC
(10mV/mm2K).
Also the thermal contacts between the IPT casing, the seal segments
and the NGV outer plates had to be taken into account, substantially in
the same way as for the rear and front flange. In this case anyway it was
sufficient to get the temperature from the 2D model only in one point for
each contact (since the small length of them) and then apply it on the 3D
by mean of a graphical item (for each contact surface).
To set the circumferential variation of temperature around the circum-
ferences in the zones of the TCC action, the cooling streams interested were
varied in the mass flux, simulating the effect of a localized injection (in
two points around a ring) of cooling air. The right variation in mass flow
had to be drawn from a prior analysis with simple axi-symmetric bound-
ary conditions and subsequent several attempts in varying the stream flow
(empirically).
5.3.5 Thermal analysis and mass flows calculation
The HPTmodel was first run without circumferential variation of the streams
mass flux, in order to have a first check of the consistency of the 3D anal-
ysis with the 2D. The cycle used was the same of the 2D analysis, but
only a thermal analysis was performed, to save time since the aim was just
a temperature check. The temperature field obtained for the HPT casing
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showed a good correspondence with the 2D, with slight differences in some
points mainly due to geometric differences between the two models and by
the absence of the adjacent components (with the correspondent thermal
conduction on the flanges).
The same check was carried on for the IPT casing, and also in this case
after some adaptations (especially for the boundary conditions, as discussed
before) a good match was achieved between temperature from the 3D and
the 2D. In this case the conduction through the flanges has been taken into
account.
The next step was to find the variation in mass flux which produces a
circumferential variation in temperature matching the one applied on the
previous model, i.e. obtained from the measurements on the Trent1000 and
adapted via X-factors to the Trent XWB. Several attempts were carried on
to realize a maximum peak to peak variation of 100 degrees for both HPT
and IPT at MTO (86 degrees at AC).
As final result the mass flux had to be reduced to a fraction of 0.23
for the hottest zones and increased by a factor 1.42 for the coolest zone to
produce the exact circumferential variation in temperature.
It should be noted that the circumferential temperature variation ob-
tained that way is tangibly different from that imposed to the casing in
the analysis with prescribed temperature map, since the maximum peak to
peak temperature variation of 100 degrees is now reached only in a very
tight zone, it is not extended by all the width of the TCC influence area, as
(almost) in the imposed load.
In Figure 5.9 is shown the resulting temperature contour plot for the
HPT casing at MTO.
5.3.6 Axisymmetric analysis and displacements calculation
Once the right temperature was obtained, the next step was the displace-
ments calculation, to compare the results to those drawn from the analysis
with the temperature mapping. Two different types of analysis were pos-
sible: a complete thermo-mechanical analysis of the whole cycle or just a
structural analysis carried on applying the temperature field obtained from
the thermal analysis, at MTO and at AC.
For this part of work, the displacements calculation at Max Take Off and
at Altitude Cruise, the second procedure was adopted, since the far smaller
duration of the analysis, and the absence of interest towards transient. To
perform this type of analysis, it was used the command "Interpolate tem-
perature", available on SC03 in the structural load panel, to get the whole
temperature field at a particular temporal point of the cycle from a previous
analysis (the thermal analysis).
Both HPT casing and IPT casing were constrained blocking the axial
and the tangential displacements of the rear flange and the tangential dis-
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Figure 5.9: HPT casing temperature contour plot at MTO
placement of the front flange (with the command prescribed displacements),
while on the front flange a point tying was set within 16 points equally spaced
along the circumference, to force them of having the same axial displace-
ment. This set of constraints was the result of the previous study on the
restraints, even if it was thought for the whole assembly of the two casing,
HP and IPT. Anyway it was considered apt also for the casings in isolation,
since the similarity of the cases.
The results from the analysis of the HPT and IPT casings at Max Take
Off are shown in Figure 5.10 with comparison to the results from tempera-
ture mapping on 3D actual model, 2D and mock-up model.
The results show generally a good match. The differences between the
thermo-mechanical analysis 2D and 3D are generally under 0.2 mm, except
in the areas close to the connection between HP and IP turbine casings
and to the rear flange of the IPT casing. This may be imputed to the
absence in the analyses of the attached part (both the casings have been
analysed in isolation, the HPT casing without the IPT casing and the IPT
without LPT casing). In fact the casings are made of different materials
with corresponding different thermal expansion coefficient.
This result confirms the potentiality in the 3D FE analysis of SC03 and
provides more confidence for the next step, the asymmetry prediction.
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Figure 5.10: Average radial displacements at MTO, 2D and 3D models
5.3.7 Asymmetry development
The last study focused on the transient of the deformation, to understand
how long the asymmetry takes to fully develop in the casings. Hence it was
necessary a complete thermo-mechanical analysis of the cycle. Alternatively
it was possible to run a structural analysis with interpolated temperatures
from the thermal analysis along all the cycle.
The values of the radial displacement were collected in all the reference
points along all the cycle through graphical items and the difference between
the point of maximum and the point of minimum was plotted against time,
for both HPT and IPT casing.
In Figure 5.11 is diagrammatically shown the plot of peak to peak dis-
placement versus time for the HPT casing in two axial positions in the HP
TCC area. In Figure 5.12 is shown the same plot of peak to peak displace-
ments versus time for the IPT casing in three axial positions. Referring to
Figure 5.10 the axial positions analysed are the second and the third start-
ing from the left side (so at 55mm and 110mm from the front flange), and
the sixth, seventh and eightieth (345mm, 400mm and 460mm from the front
flange).
From the analysis of these graphs the time constants for the development
of the asymmetry have been extrapolated. In particular, the time for the
development of the 90% and of the 63% of the maximum peak to peak (at
Max Take Off) and of the peak to peak at 2000 seconds (first phase of the
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Figure 5.11: Asymmetry development in HPT casing
Figure 5.12: Asymmetry development in IPT casing
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cycle, first stabilization at idle) have been calculated for all the five positions
and plotted in the following table.
Asymmetry development time constants (seconds)
90% 2360 2450 2300 2320 2350
63% 2150 2200 2120 2140 2160
90% 1st phase 1390 1700 900 920 930
63% 1st phase 790 1050 520 570 620
Table 5.1: Time constants
We can conclude that:
• Asymmetry develops faster in the IPT casing than in the HPT casing
• Asymmetry takes more time to develop as we move forward from the
front flange to the rear flange.
5.3.8 Asymmetry calculation
In Figure 5.13 are reported the peak to peak displacements in all the ten
x-stations of the casing obtained from the analyses and in comparison with
the ones from the structural analyses carried on the 3D mock-up and the
3D real geometry with prescribed temperature applied.
The differences are anyway due to the different temperature field that
generates on the casing - the peak to peak circumferential temperature vari-
ation is the same but the axial extent of the cooled area is not as well as the
axial shape of the temperature profile.
5.3.9 Time for the analyses
The thermal analysis of the HPT casing took place in about 5h 30m on a
64 bit machine, while it took the thermal analysis of the IPT casing about
7h.
The thermo-mechanical analysis of the HPT casing instead took place
in about 1 day and 12h, of the IPT casing in about 1 day and 16h.
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Figure 5.13: Peak to peak displacements on mock-up and real casings
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
As mentioned in the introduction the project was divided into three distinct
phases.
In the first one a number of studies were carried out on a simplified model
(named "mock-up") of the Trent XWB core turbine casings to characterise
basic behaviours of the casing itself. The second phase was instead focused
on the comparison of axisymmetric and asymmetric predicted radial dis-
placements between the "mock-up" and the real 2D/3D casings model. The
third phase produced complete thermo-mechanical analyses of the casings,
with prediction of time development of the asymmetry, and comparison with
the previous results.
From the first phase it was possible to conclude that:
• The model, when considered in isolation, should be fully restrained
(axially and tangentially) to the rear flange, while the front flange
should be free to move axially, although constrained to stay in its
original plane. This can be achieved tying 16 point on the front to
move axially by the same amount.
• If the front flange were free to move axially outside its original plane,
when an asymmetric oval temperature load is applied to the IP sec-
tion the HP tends to move "out-of-phase" relative to the asymmetric
temperature load applied.
• TCC influence regions have been investigated. Both the HP and the IP
influence regions are about 200mm. In other words, the TCC cooling
in the current XWB configuration induce a contraction on the casing
which extends for about 200mm, along the casing itself.
• The HP cooling system does not interact with the IP section, but
IP1 and IP2 are coupled together. This implies that the independent
application of IP1 TCC cooling will manifest itself as an improvement
in both IP1 and IP2 tip clearances (obviously by different magnitude)
and vice versa.
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• The influence of generic bosses (i.e. HP3 transfer pipe bosses) does
not affect the predicted steady state displacements by a significant
amount. This increases the confidence in the use of the "mock-up"
model to predict steady state displacements.
From the second phase of the project it was possible to conclude that:
• A very simplified geometry, like the proposed "mock-up" model, can
adequately reproduce 3D average radial displacements as well as 2D
axisymmetric displacements, providing that the temperature field ap-
plied is accurate. The estimated accuracy is bigger than 90% .
• The same mock-up model can predict steady state radial asymmetric
displacements with an estimated accuracy of about 80% , in compari-
son with the real 3D geometry.
• No transient analysis has been carried out to estimate the accuracy of
the mock-up model in predicting transient asymmetry.
Finally for the third phase the following conclusions have been gathered:
• The thermo-mechanical analysis of the 3D real geometries set up with
thermal boundary conditions, albeit intrinsic differences from the 2D
previous model, produced reasonable results in good match with the
2D geometry.
• A correlation between streams mass flux and temperature jump on
the casing surface has been found, as well as a way to introduce a
circumferential variation in the boundary conditions applied. This
allowed to attain a relation between boundary condition application
and temperature asymmetry development.
• The transient structural behaviour of the casing has been investigated,
and the time constants for the asymmetry development in the cas-
ing have been estimated. Sensible results have been obtained for the
steady asymmetry prediction too.
• The machine times required for thermo-mechanical analysis along an
extended square cycle are still very high (over one day) and may pose
some issues for the planning and the organization of research analyses.
It has been found useful to split the analysis in simple thermal analysis
first, and structural afterwards.
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